Nin is a European destination of excellence and part of the EDEN network. The beauty of its natural and cultural heritage attracts many visitors and Nin has often shown it is the ideal destination for holding smaller events.

Its Baroque House contains a small multimedia room where events with up to 50 participants can be held and its Cultural Centre holds 150 to 200 persons.

Over the years the Nin Tourism Board has shown to be an excellent organiser and co-organiser of various events. Your business event could also take place in this lovely little town, one of the most significant archaeological sites in Croatia, with over 3000 years of history.

Nin is located in a shallow lagoon on the eastern coast of the Adriatic sea, about 14 km from the regional capital – Zadar. It has a very long history, making it one of the oldest towns in the Mediterranean. Nin is the oldest Croatian royal town, as it became the first seat of Croatian rulers in the 9th century. The historic town centre is located on a small island, only 500 metres in diameter, which is connected to the mainland by two stone bridges from the 16th – 18th century.

By crossing the bridges visitors can start exploring the town walls and a multitude of well-preserved monuments. This little town is also an inspiration for anybody who is looking for tales regarding history and culture. Famous Old-Croatian churches, built between the 9th and 12th century, are located here. They are unique not just in Croatia, but also the wider Mediterranean area. Nin is the town of salt and there are organised tours of salt fields and traditional manufacturing in the salt pans. Various salt souvenirs can be bought in the Salt Museum. Nin is unique for its natural heritage of therapeutic mud (peloid) and climate conditions.

Accommodation is available at Zaton Holiday Resort (www.zaton.hr), as well as in beautifully set up apartments - B&B-type private accommodation (www.nin.hr). Over the years the Nin Tourism Board has gained a lot of experience in organising scientific, expert, economic and other events. Its task was usually to organise expert meetings at a local level but it gradually started co-organising international events and congresses, as well.

After the official lectures participants can take a guided tour in the historic town centre, in the Museum of Nin Antiquities, the church treasury collection named The Gold and Silver of Nin or the Salt Museum. Lunches and dinners for event participants can be organised in the numerous traditional wine cellars (konobe) and restaurants. We recommend that you try Jokov – a cured meat local specialty – from May to October. Thanks to its atmosphere and mystique, Nin can make your event an experience to remember.